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Full Circle with Elsevier
Elsevier 360 | August 28, 2022

With Elsevier 360, Everything you need is at your fingertips to do your job to the best of your ability. You get all the resources, tools and services needed to quickly offer a proven, cohesive nursing program. This includes:

• Everything students need to build knowledge and clinical judgment to enable them to develop key nursing competencies.
• Everything you need to evaluate their nurse competency to help gauge student comprehension.
• Everything you and students need to prepare for and track readiness towards NCLEX® success on exam day.

› Learn More

Next Gen NCLEX®

7 Months Until NGN

Join us before the NLN Educator Summit, on Sept. 27, for our exclusive NGN Readiness Workshop! You’ll hear from nurse education experts Linda Silvestri, Donna Ignatavicius, Megan Ubben, Tammy Pleasant, Donna Spivey, and Cheryl Wilson on NGN topics including developing clinical judgment, writing NGN items, and evaluating NGN readiness.

› Register Now

Now & Noteworthy

Join Shadow Health expert Cheryl Wilson for one of our three webinars this fall for graduate and undergraduate nursing programs. You will learn how with Shadow Health's high-fidelity screen-based simulations you can put the patient at the forefront of the learning experience.

› Register Now

How Can We Help?

Contact us for more information about any of these products and solutions, or if you’d like to learn how a custom bundle can save money for your students.

› Contact Us
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